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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience just about lesson, amusement, as competently as arrangement can be gotten by just checking
out a books An Introduction To Language And Linguistics Breaking The Language Spell Christopher J Hall after that it is not directly done,
you could tolerate even more just about this life, on the world.
We present you this proper as with ease as easy quirk to get those all. We give An Introduction To Language And Linguistics Breaking The Language
Spell Christopher J Hall and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this An Introduction
To Language And Linguistics Breaking The Language Spell Christopher J Hall that can be your partner.

Ontologies of English - Christopher J. Hall 2020-01-02
A critical examination of the ways in which English is conceptualised for
learning, teaching, and assessment in a range of domains, from both
social and cognitive perspectives. Researchers and postgraduates
working on English in L1 and L2 educational contexts will find it valuable
for research and collaboration.
Sociolinguistics - Peter Trudgill 1995
An introduction to sociolinguistics exploring the link between language
and society. The author draws on a range of languages to illustrate his
survey. The variations in spoken English are also explored. The author
argues that the varieties of language should be preserved if the dangers
of a culturally standardized world are to be avoided.
Why Do Linguistics? - Fiona English 2015-01-29
What do we need to know about language and why do we need to know
it? This book shows how viewing the world through a linguistics lens can
help us to understand how we communicate with each other and why we
do it in the ways we do. Above all this book is about noticing. It is about
encouraging readers to pay attention to the language that surrounds
them. The book addresses fundamental linguistic questions such as:
Where do people's beliefs about language come from? Who decides what
language we should speak? How do we choose the best way to express
what we mean? It introduces a set of practical tools for language analysis
and, using examples of authentic communicative activity including
overheard conversations, Facebook posts and public announcements,
shows how this kind of analysis works and what it can tell us about social
interaction. Exploring language and language use from a social,
intercultural and multilingual perspective, the authors demonstrate the
relevance of linguistics in understanding day-to-day interaction. This
book will help readers not only to become informed, active observers of
language for its own sake, but also to be able to take on and challenge
some of the misconceptions, assumptions and prejudices that so often
underlie public discussion of language issues.
Linguistics, an Introduction to Language and Communication - Adrian
Akmajian 1984-01
This new and more comprehensive edition of Linguistics has, on the basis
of classroom use, comments from linguists via a questionnaire, and
letters sent to the authors, been radically rewritten and reorganized to
accommodate the needs of teachers and students. The text is suitable for
use in introductory courses in linguistics, and as a supplement in courses
such as communication, language and literature, anthropology, speech
and hearing, and psychology. In the first part of the book, Background,
the material on animal communication has been shortened and is now a
single chapter. In the second part, The Structure of Human Language,
the chapters on morphology, phonology, language variation, and
language change have been totally revised. The book now contains a new
section, Human Communication and Cognitive Science, which contains a
completely rewritten chapter on pragmatics, and new chapters on the
psychology of language and language acquisition. Exercises have been
made easier to use and are graded in difficulty. A "key words" section
has been added to appropriate chapters, and the book now contains a
glossary.
Don't Believe a Word: The Surprising Truth About Language - David
Shariatmadari 2020-01-07
A linguist’s entertaining and highly informed guide to what languages
are and how they function. Think you know language? Think again. There
are languages that change when your mother-in-law is present. The
language you speak could make you more prone to accidents. Swear
words are produced in a special part of your brain. Over the past few
decades, we have reached new frontiers of linguistic knowledge.
Linguists can now explain how and why language changes, describe its
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structures, and map its activity in the brain. But despite these advances,
much of what people believe about language is based on folklore,
instinct, or hearsay. We imagine a word’s origin is it’s “true” meaning,
that foreign languages are full of “untranslatable” words, or that
grammatical mistakes undermine English. In Don’t Believe A Word,
linguist David Shariatmadari takes us on a mind-boggling journey
through the science of language, urging us to abandon our prejudices in
a bid to uncover the (far more interesting) truth about what we do with
words. Exploding nine widely held myths about language while
introducing us to some of the fundamental insights of modern linguistics,
Shariatmadari is an energetic guide to the beauty and quirkiness of
humanity’s greatest achievement.
Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics - 2005-11-24
The first edition of ELL (1993, Ron Asher, Editor) was hailed as "the
field's standard reference work for a generation". Now the all-new
second edition matches ELL's comprehensiveness and high quality,
expanded for a new generation, while being the first encyclopedia to
really exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics. * The most
authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive, and international reference
source in its field * An entirely new work, with new editors, new authors,
new topics and newly commissioned articles with a handful of classic
articles * The first Encyclopedia to exploit the multimedia potential of
linguistics through the online edition * Ground-breaking and
International in scope and approach * Alphabetically arranged with
extensive cross-referencing * Available in print and online, priced
separately. The online version will include updates as subjects develop
ELL2 includes: * c. 7,500,000 words * c. 11,000 pages * c. 3,000 articles
* c. 1,500 figures: 130 halftones and 150 colour * Supplementary audio,
video and text files online * c. 3,500 glossary definitions * c. 39,000
references * Extensive list of commonly used abbreviations * List of
languages of the world (including information on no. of speakers,
language family, etc.) * Approximately 700 biographical entries (now
includes contemporary linguists) * 200 language maps in print and online
Also available online via ScienceDirect – featuring extensive browsing,
searching, and internal cross-referencing between articles in the work,
plus dynamic linking to journal articles and abstract databases, making
navigation flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and
availability visit www.info.sciencedirect.com. The first Encyclopedia to
exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics Ground-breaking in scope wider than any predecessor An invaluable resource for researchers,
academics, students and professionals in the fields of: linguistics,
anthropology, education, psychology, language acquisition, language
pathology, cognitive science, sociology, the law, the media, medicine &
computer science. The most authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive,
and international reference source in its field
Language Files - DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS. 2022-06-15
The updated and expanded edition of the most comprehensive and
accessible introductory linguistics textbook on the market.
Multilingual Norms - Madalena Cruz-Ferreira 2010
Multilinguals are not multiple monolinguals. Yet multilingual assessment
proceeds through monolingual norms, as if fair conclusions were possible
in the absence of fair comparison. In addition, multilingualism concerns
what people do with language, not what languages do to people. Yet
research focus remains on multilinguals' languages, as if languages
existed despite their users. This book redresses these paradoxes.
Multilingual scholars, teachers and speech-language clinicians from
Europe, Asia, Australia and the US contribute the first studies dedicated
to multilingual norms, those found in real-life multilingual development,
assessment and use. Readership includes educators, clinicians, decisionmakers and researchers interested in multilingualism.
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Introductory Phonology - Bruce Hayes 2011-09-13
Accessible, succinct, and including numerous student-friendly features,
this introductory textbook offers an exceptional foundation to the field
for those who are coming to it for the first time. Provides an ideal first
course book in phonology, written by a renowned phonologist Developed
and tested in the classroom through years of experience and use
Emphasizes analysis of phonological data, placing this in its scientific
context, and explains the relevant methodology Guides students through
the larger questions of what phonological patterns reveal about language
Includes numerous course-friendly features, including multi-part
exercises and annotated suggestions for further reading at the end of
each chapter
The Sounds of Language - Elizabeth C. Zsiga 2013-01-29
The Sounds of Language is an introductory guide to the linguistic study
of speech sounds, which provides uniquely balanced coverage of both
phonology and phonetics. Features exercises and problem sets, as well
as supporting online resources at www.wiley.com/go/zsiga, including
additional discussion questions and exercises, as well as links to further
resources such as sound files, video files, and useful websites Creates
opportunities for students to practice data analysis and hypothesis
testing Integrates data on sociolinguistic variation, first language
acquisition, and second language learning Explores diverse topics
ranging from the practical, such as how to make good digital recordings,
make a palatogram, solve a phoneme/allophone problem, or read a
spectrogram; to the theoretical, including the role of markedness in
linguistic theory, the necessity of abstraction, features and formal
notation, issues in speech perception as distinct from hearing, and
modelling sociolinguistic and other variations Organized specifically to fit
the needs of undergraduate students of phonetics and phonology, and is
structured in a way which enables instructors to use the text both for a
single semester phonetics and phonology course or for a two-course
sequence
The Structure of Modern English - Laurel J. Brinton 2000-01-01
This text is designed for undergraduate and graduate students interested
in contemporary English, especially those whose primary area of interest
is English as a second language. Focus is placed exclusively on English
data, providing an empirical explication of the structure of the language.
How Languages Work - Carol Genetti 2014-01-23
A new and exciting introduction to linguistics, this textbook presents
language in all its amazing complexity, while guiding students gently
through the basics. Students emerge with an appreciation of the
diversity of the world's languages, as well as a deeper understanding of
the structure of human language, the ways it is used, and its broader
social and cultural context. Chapters introducing the nuts and bolts of
language study (phonology, syntax, meaning) are combined with those on
the 'functions' of language (discourse, prosody, pragmatics, and
language contact), helping students gain a better grasp of how language
works in the real world. A rich set of language 'profiles' help students
explore the world's linguistic diversity, identify similarities and
differences between languages, and encourages them to apply concepts
from earlier chapter material. A range of carefully designed pedagogical
features encourage student engagement, adopting a step-by-step
approach and using study questions and case studies.
An Introduction to Language - Victoria Fromkin 2005-09-29
An Introduction to Language, Third Canadian Edition, offers students an
up-to-date Canadian perspective on the study of language. This text
provides students with the basic tools that will help them advance in a
variety of disciplines, including education, psychology, languages,
anthropology, communications, computer science, and linguistics.Clearly
written and often humorous, with numerous exercises that allow
students to test their knowledge, this text will help students better
understand one of the essential aspects of our human existence: our
ability to use and manipulate language.
The Linguistics of British Sign Language - Rachel Sutton-Spence
1999-03-18
This is the first British textbook dealing solely with sign linguistics.
Linguistics For Dummies - Rose-Marie Dechaine 2012-02-08
The fascinating, fun, and friendly way to understand the science behind
human language Linguistics is the scientific study of human language.
Linguistics students study how languages are constructed, how they
function, how they affect society, and how humans learn language. From
understanding other languages to teaching computers to communicate,
linguistics plays a vital role in society. Linguistics For Dummies tracks to
a typical college-level introductory linguistics course and arms you with
the confidence, knowledge, and know-how to score your highest.
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Understand the science behind human language Grasp how language is
constructed Score your highest in college-level linguistics If you're
enrolled in an introductory linguistics course or simply have a love of
human language, Linguistics For Dummies is your one-stop resource for
unlocking the science of the spoken word.
Linguistics - Adrian Akmajian 2017-06-09
The latest edition of a popular introductory text, including a section on
computational linguistics, new non-English examples, quizzes for each
chapter, and additional special topics. With this edition, Linguistics and
content formerly included in A Linguistics Workbook are available as an
interactive online textbook. Access codes are required for the interactive
eTextbook. New print copies of this book include a card affixed to the
inside back cover with a unique access code. If you purchased a used
copy of this book, this is a separately purchased printed access card.
Exploring Corpus Linguistics - Winnie Cheng 2011-10-04
Routledge Introductions to Applied Linguistics consists of introductory
level textbooks covering the core topics in Applied Linguistics, designed
for those entering postgraduate studies and language professionals
returning to academic study. The books take an innovative "practice to
theory" approach, with a ‘back to front’ structure which takes the reader
from real life problems and issues in the field, then enters into a
discussion of intervention and how to engage with these concerns. The
final section concludes by tying the practical issues to theoretical
foundations. Additional features include tasks with commentaries, a
glossary of key terms, and an annotated further reading section. Corpus
linguistics is a key area of applied linguistics and one of the most rapidly
developing. Winnie Cheng’s practical approach guides readers in
acquiring the relevant knowledge and theories to enable the analysis,
explanation and interpretation of language using corpus methods.
Throughout the book practical classroom examples, concordance based
analyses and tasks such as designing and conducting mini-projects are
used to connect and explain the conceptual and practical aspects of
corpus linguistics. Exploring Corpus Linguistics is an essential textbook
for post-graduate/graduate students new to the field and for advanced
undergraduates studying English Language and Applied Linguistics.
Linguistics - Bruce Hayes 2013-04-19
Linguistics: An Introduction to Linguistic Theory is a textbook, written
for introductory courses in linguistic theory for undergraduate linguistics
majors and first-year graduate students, by twelve major figures in the
field, each bringing their expertise to one of the core areas of the field morphology, syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology, and language
acquisition. In each section the book is concerned with discussing the
underlying principles common to all languages, showing how these are
revealed in language acquisition and in the specific grammars of the
world's languages.
Meaning in Language - D. A. Cruse 2004
A comprehensive introduction to the ways in which meaning is conveyed
in language. Alan Cruse covers semantic matters, but also deals with
topics that are usually considered to fall under pragmatics. A major aim
is to highlight the richness and subtlety of meaning phenomena, rather
than to expound any particular theory. Rich in examples and exercises,
Meaning in Language provides an invaluable descriptive approach to this
area of linguistics for undergraduates and postgraduates alike.
Arabic - Karin C. Ryding 2014-03-20
This lively introduction to Arabic linguistics provides students with a
concise, vivid and engaging overview of the language's structure.
Language Files - Stefanie Jannedy 1994
In this edition we have revised and updated some of the already existing
files and added some new materials and some new problem sets from
various languages. In particular, you will find revisions in the following
units: Phonetics, Phonology, Morphology, Psycholinguistics, Language
Contact, Language Variation, and Writing Systems.
Linguistics of American Sign Language - Clayton Valli 1995
Now, deaf students, hearing students in Deaf studies programs, and
students in interpreter training programs will find all they need to
understand the structure of American Sign Language (ASL) in the new,
expanded and revised Linguistics of American Sign Language: An
Introduction. This unique resource presents authoritative readings on
the most current linguistic concepts, including the fundamentals of
phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and the use of language.
Individual chapters on these basics have been designed to stimulate
discussion about the ongoing development of ASL linguistic theory.
Linguistics of American Sign Language includes homework questions,
themes for classroom interaction, and study sheets centering on a story
signed in ASL on the course videotape. Each unit provides an exercise
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that requires students to view the story, then observe the use of specific
signs isolated for close linguistic analysis, an invaluable process
performed throughout the course.
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics - Ralph Fasold 2006-03-06
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in which
each chapter is written by an expert who teaches courses on that topic,
ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full range of
modern linguistics. Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a clear
introduction to the traditional topics of structural linguistics (theories of
sound, form, meaning, and language change), and in addition provides
full coverage of contextual linguistics, including separate chapters on
discourse, dialect variation, language and culture, and the politics of
language. There are also up-to-date separate chapters on language and
the brain, computational linguistics, writing, child language acquisition,
and second-language learning. The breadth of the textbook makes it
ideal for introductory courses on language and linguistics offered by
departments of English, sociology, anthropology, and communications, as
well as by linguistics departments.
Sociophonetics - Marianna Di Paolo 2011
-incorporates exercises and projects in each chapter -The Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics - Malcolm Coulthard
2020-11-24
The Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics offers a comprehensive
survey of the subdiscipline of Forensic Linguistics, with this new edition
providing both updated overviews from leading figures in the field and
exciting new contributions from the next generation of forensic linguists.
The Handbook is a unique work of reference to the leading ideas,
debates, topics, approaches and methodologies in forensic linguistics and
language and the law. It comprises 43 chapters, including entirely new
contributions from many international experts, in the areas of Aboriginal
claimants, appraisal and stance, author identities online, biased language
in capital trials, corpus approaches, false confessions, forensic phonetics,
forensic transcription, the historical courtroom, legal interpretation,
multilingual law, police crisis negotiation, speaker profiling, and trolling.
The chapters include a wealth of examples and case studies so the reader
can see forensic linguistics applied and in action. Edited and authored by
the world’s leading academics and practitioners, The Routledge
Handbook of Forensic Linguistics is a vital resource for advanced
students, researchers and scholars, and will also be of interest to legal,
law enforcement and security professionals.
An Introduction to Language 10e - Victoria Fromkin 2021-08-19
An Introduction to Language introduces students to the fascinating study
of human language. Engagingly and clearly written, it provides an
overview of the key areas of linguistics from an Australian perspective.
Unique to this text, the International Phonetic Alphabet is represented by
both HCE and MD versions, allowing lecturers to use whichever IPA
system they prefer. Premium online teaching and learning tools are
available on the MindTap platform. Learn more about the online tools
au.cengage.com/mindtap
Linguistics for Everyone: An Introduction - Kristin Denham 2012-01-01
LINGUISTICS FOR EVERYONE: AN INTRODUCTION, Second Edition,
will capture the interest of all students, regardless of major, and offer
them a thorough, engaging introduction to the science of language. To
achieve this goal, the authors devised a unique arrangement of chapters
that distinguishes this book from conventional introductory linguistics
textbooks. Without sacrificing rigor, the authors focus on larger themes
rather than on technical details or formal analysis. The book opens with a
strong introductory chapter addressing basics such as how to define
language, prescriptive versus descriptive grammar, differences between
the human language system and other animal communication systems,
and so on. The second chapter, devoted to language, mind, and brain,
addresses both psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic evidence for
humans' innate capacity for language. To address core linguistics areas
in depth, there are two chapters each on phonetics and phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. Throughout the text, special features
relate the study of linguistics to the language we use in the real world
and every chapter includes innovative and varied activities that review
and practice the content and offer your students many opportunities to
apply the knowledge in their own lives. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Exploring Business Language and Culture - Urszula Michalik 2020-11-01
This book aims to present the results of research in the sphere of
business language and culture, as well as the experience of pedagogical
staff and practitioners concerned with broadly understood business. The
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highly complex nature of contemporary business environment,
approached from both the theoretical and practical standpoint, does not
cease to prove that research into business studies cannot be dissociated
from the cultural and linguistic context. The chapters included in this
book were contributed by academics and practitioners alike, which offers
a balanced approach to the topic and ensures high levels of diversity
together with an undeniable homogeneity. They were gathered with a
view to show various aspects of business language, perceived both as a
medium of communication and as a subject of research and teaching.
They are concerned with business culture as well, including business
ethics and representations of business in popular culture. Owing to its
multidisciplinary approach, the book presents a roadmap towards
successful functioning in business settings, highlighting such issues as
education for business purposes, the study of language used in business
contexts, the aspects of cross-cultural communication, as well as ethical
behaviour based upon different values in multicultural business
environments. Given its multifarious character, the book surely appeals
not only to academics, but also to the interested laymen and students
who wish to expand their knowledge of business studies and related
phenomena.
An Introduction to Syntax - Robert D. Van Valin 2001-04-26
The book guides students through the basic concepts involved in
syntactic analysis and goes on to prepare them for further work in any
syntactic theory, using examples from a range of phenomena in human
languages. It also includes a chapter on theories of syntax.
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics - Ralph W. Fasold
2014-09-04
This work offers an introduction to the traditional topics of structural
linguistics: theories of sound, form, meaning, and language change and
also provides coverage of contextual linguistics, including chapters on
discourse, dialect variation, language and culture, and the politics of
language.
Psycholinguistics - Ratna Sari Dewi, SS, MA 2021-12-13
Based on teaching experience in psycholinguistics courses taken from
various reference sources written in English, this book was prepared
especially for students of the Faculty of Education and Teacher Training
majoring in English and Indonesian as a companion of teaching materials
because throughout the author's experience about teaching subjects,
many students complain about the lack of reading resources for this
course. This book consists of 14 chapters that discuss various topics
ranging from basic concepts of psycholinguistics, language production,
language acquisition, learning theory, language disorders, second
language acquisition and multilingualism. Hopefully, the topics discussed
in this book can help students in studying psycholinguistics and the
lecturers who teach this course.
Issues in Second Language Proficiency - Alessandro G. Benati
2011-10-27
Benati provides clarity about the characteristics and notion of language
proficiency in the field of second language acquisition. He looks at four
areas of research paradigmatically related to the role of proficiency:
theorizing and measuring second language proficiency; the dimensions
of L2 proficiency; factors contributing to the attainment of L2 proficiency
and attaining L2 proficiency in the classroom. It also contains a variety of
research accounts about the specific factors which have an effect on
proficiency together with a theorised measurement of proficiency in
second language research. It will be required reading for researchers in
applied linguistics and second language acquisition.
Linguistics - Adrian Akmajian 1988
Cross Cultural Teaching and Learning for Home and International
Students - Janette Ryan 2013
This book maps and discusses the increasing internationalisation of
teaching and learning at universities around the world. This phenomenon
brings both opportunities and challenges, introducing what can be
radically different teaching, learning and assessment contexts.
Mapping Applied Linguistics - Christopher J. Hall 2015-05-11
Mapping Applied Linguistics: A Guide for Students and Practitioners
provides an innovative and wide-ranging introduction to the full scope of
applied linguistics. Incorporating both socio-cultural and cognitive
perspectives, the book maps the diverse and constantly expanding range
of theories, methods and issues faced by students and practitioners alike.
Practically oriented and ideally suited to students new to the subject
area, the book provides in-depth coverage of: language teaching and
education, literacy and language disorders language variation and world
Englishes language policy and planning lexicography and forensic
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linguistics multilingualism and translation. Including real data and
international examples, the book features further reading and exercises
in each chapter, fieldwork suggestions and a full glossary of key terms.
An interactive Companion Website also provides a wealth of additional
resources. This book will be essential reading for students studying
applied linguistics, TESOL, general linguistics, and education at the
advanced undergraduate or master’s degree level. It is also the ideal
gateway for practitioners to better understand the wider scope of their
work.
Linguistics - Andrew Radford 2009-02-12
The second edition of this highly successful textbook offering a unified
approach to language from a range of perspectives.
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics - Christopher J. Hall
2005-01-01
'Christopher Hall's book is the best new introduction to linguistics that I
have seen in decades. It is engagingly written without talking down to
the reader and it covers all the subparts of the field in a comprehensive
and even-handed manner. I plan to use it the next time that I teach an
introductory course at Washington.' Professor Frederick J. Newmeyer,
University of Washington 'With apt examples from novels and
newspapers, courtroom trials and telephone conversations, the lowly and
the mighty, his book repeatedly startles as it casts light on language.
This is a bright, humorous, and completely accessible tour of 21stcentury linguistics.' Professor Edward Finegan, University of Southern
California This book introduces the fundamentals of human language
from a linguistic point of view, using examples drawn from everyday life
to aid comprehension, and encouraging critical thinking throughout.
Besides presenting the fundamental building blocks of language and
explaining how these function, the book also introduces other key
elements of the discipline of linguistics, including language acquisition,
applied linguistics, psycholinguistics and discourse analysis. Packed full
of examples, this is the ideal introduction to language for those who are
interested in studying linguistics, have already started a course, or just
want to study at home.
An Introduction to Issues in General Linguistics - George Georgiou
2020-09-28
This volume shows how the language system works in order to cultivate a
correct attitude towards language, and to familiarize readers with the
science of linguistics and issues related to it. All linguistic phenomena
discussed here are accompanied by examples to allow the reader to
understand how they are embedded in real linguistic contexts. The book
discusses linguistic issues scientifically by considering findings from
research studies.
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Language Files - Department Of Linguistics 2016
Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language and
Linguistics has become one of the most widely adopted, consulted, and
authoritative introductory textbooks to linguistics ever written. The
scope of the text makes it suitable for use in a wide range of courses,
while its unique organization into student-friendly, self-contained
sections allows for tremendous flexibility in course design. The twelfth
edition has been significantly revised, clarified, and updated throughout-with particular attention to the chapters on phonetics, phonology,
pragmatics, and especially psycholinguistics. The restructured chapter
on psycholinguistics makes use of recent research on language in the
brain and includes expanded coverage of language processing disorders,
introducing students to current models of speech perception and
production and cutting-edge research techniques. In addition, exercises
have been updated, and icons have been added to the text margins
throughout the book, pointing instructors and students to useful and
engaging audio files, videos, and other online resources on the
accompanying Language Files website, which has also been significantly
expanded.
I-Language - Daniela Isac 2008-04-24
I-Language introduces the uninitiated to linguistics as cognitive science.
In an engaging, down-to-earth style Daniela Isac and Charles Reiss give a
crystal-clear demonstration of the application of the scientific method in
linguistic theory. Their presentation of the research programme inspired
and led by Noam Chomsky shows how the focus of theory and research
in linguistics shifted from treating language as a disembodied, humanexternal entity to cognitive biolinguistics - the study of language as a
human cognitive system embedded within the mind/brain of each
individual. The recurring theme of equivalence classes in linguistic
computation ties together the presentation of material from phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. The same theme is used to help
students understand the place of linguistics in the broader context of the
cognitive sciences, by drawing on examples from vision, audition, and
even animal cognition. This textbook is unique in its integration of
empirical issues of linguistic analysis, engagement with philosophical
questions that arise in the study of language, and treatment of the
history of the field. Topics ranging from allophony to reduplication,
ergativity, and negative polarity are invoked to show the implications of
findings in cognitive biolinguistics for philosophical issues like reference,
the mind-body problem, and nature-nurture debates. This textbook
contains numerous exercises and guides for further reading as well as
ideas for student projects. A companion website with guidance for
instructors and answers to the exercises features a series of pdf slide
presentations to accompany the teaching of each topic.
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